Mexico

By Jacquelyn
Art

Mexico is known for its ancient buildings and sculptures. Mexicans love music and painting.
Food and Drink

In Mexico they make lemonade out of cacti.
In Mexico they make and eat tortillas a lot. A common food is a churro; a churro is a rolled stick of dough that is fried and tossed in cinnamon and sugar with cream on the inside. Some other foods from Mexico are chilies, prickly pears.

Churros
In Mexico the most common animals are stray dogs other animals are mountain lions they also have a great selection of birds and shellfish another common animal is deer.
Stray dog on beach
Fun facts

In Mexico you can get your hair braided on the beach with beads. You cannot flush the toilet paper down the toilet.
In Mexico the most common language is Spanish. Hola is hello in Spanish.

Hola!